Helping your
child to read
and write.

Learning to Read
Children are taught to read by using a
synthetics phonics approach. We
follow the DfE Letters and Sounds
programme, supplemented by Read
Write Inc. Our main reading scheme
is Oxford Reading Tree. Early in
Reception your child will learn to
read and write phonemes (sounds).
Each phoneme is taught with an
action or rhyme to help the children
remember it. These sounds come
home for practice in your child’s
sound book.
It is important that we all model the
pure sounds that letters make and
not add an UH onto the end.
e.g. p not PUH.
http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/resources/so
und-pronunciation-guide/

Blending and segmenting.
As well as learning the sounds
(phonemes) children are taught to
blend them together to read words.
They do this orally-though sound talk
and visually - using the actual
letters.
Segmenting is the opposite of
blending, it is the ability to be able
to break a work up into its sounds to
spell the word. E.g. cat is c-a-t we call
this Fred talk.
http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/reso
urces/parent-tutorial-preparingteach-reading-fred-games/

Tricky red words
• Some words can not be red
using their sounds. We call
these tricky red words
• The most common tricky red
words that your child will
encounter to begin with are
“the, said, he, she, no, go, I.”

• Children have to learn to
recognise these words by sight.
They will be learning them in
school and they are added to
your child’s sound book for you
to practise at home.

Reading with your child
• The first books that we send
home are picture books it is
important that your child is
confident to talk about pictures
and can imagine a story
themselves, help your child to
see themselves as a reader by
sharing these books together
and praising their story skills.

• Your child will be introduced to
book with words in as soon as they
have developed their knowledge of
the first few sounds and are able to
recognise and blend them together.
It is really important that you help
your child to read these books.
• Look at the pictures first and talk
about what might happen in the
story. Encourage your child to
point to each word as they read it.
Help your child to sound out words
that they do not know if they are
not tricky red words.

• Reading for a short time regularly is
better than a long time once a
week. Little and often will
maintain your child’s interest!
• Remember to write in the reading
record book to say that you have
heard your child read. This lets the
class teacher know that your child
is practising their reading and will
be ready to change their reading
book.

Learning to write
• Children need to have the fine
motor skills to be able to hold
and control a pen or pencil
before they can begin to learn
the letter shapes.
• Finger gym – we do lots of
activities that encourage fine
motor skills like threading,
pinching, using tools like
tweezers, playdough.

Helping your child to write
• Encourage your child to write
and draw as often as possible.
• Praise all attempts at writing.
• Let them see you writing.
• From the beginning it is
important that children learn the
correct pencil grip. This involves
pinching together the index and
thumb the other fingers should
be tucked behind.

Pre-cursive handwriting
• At Twydall we teach the children
to write using pre-cursive
handwriting. This means that
the letters have a lead in and a
lead out stroke.
• Although this can be challenging
to begin with once the children
have mastered it joined
handwriting naturally develops
without the need for further
teaching.

Useful websites
• https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/fo
r-home/advice-forparents/reading-at-home/
• https://www.phonicsplay.co.uk/
• http://www.ruthmiskin.com/en/

